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Wally was adopted from a Russian orphanage as a child and grew up in a wealthy New York City

family. At fifteen, her obsessive need to rebel led her to life on the streets.  Now the sixteen-year-old

is beautiful and hardened, and she's just stumbled across the possibility of discovering who she

really is. She'll stop at nothing to find her birth mother before Klesko - her darkeyed father - finds

her. Because Klesko will stop at nothing to reclaim the fortune Wally's mother stole from him long

ago. Even if that means murdering his own blood. But Wally's had her own killer training, and she's

hungry for justice.  The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo for teens, this debut thriller introduces our next

big series heroine!
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William Harlan Richter is a Hollywood screenwriter. He was nominated for an Emmy Award as

producer of "We Stand Alone Together," the documentary episode of the HBO miniseries Band of

Brothers. William was born and raised in California.

I'm not much of a Young Adult Reader, but when a friend recommended this book I thought that I'd

give it a go. After a weekend on the train with Will Richter's Dark Eyes, I was completely hooked. I

so hope that there is a follow up to this fun, adventurous thriller.The lead character is daring,

mysterious and inspired. I found myself rooting for her as adventure lurked around ever corner, and



every chapter.Highly recommended!

Excellent! My 11-year old daughter read Dark Eyes and its sequel Tiger and loved them both. "I

can't wait til the next one comes out!" and "I can't believe there's not a third one yet" were

exclaimed. She reads everything, sometimes a book per day, total bookworm. I trust her opinion.

Mr. Richter writes well!

Several story lines were included in this novel with very interesting characters. They all came

together to make a great ending. I thought I knew how it would end - I was wrong! I recommend this

book - and this author for sure.

What a great action adventure quest! Haven't read a good reality fiction quest in ages and this one

fit the bill.

Enoyed it and thought it was well written- was written by a very distant relative so thought it would

be fun to buy,

My actual rating: 4.5 StarsWhile reading "Dark Eyes", which I really enjoyed, I kept thinking back to

Criminal Minds. If you watch Criminal Minds, you know about Emily Prentiss and Ian Doyle, and

how she does everything she can to remain hidden from him. The way that Wally's mother takes off

to protect her, it reminds me of Prentiss and Doyle; which isn't a bad thing, as I'm a huge Criminal

Minds fan.The story is about a sixteen year old girl named Wally. She was born in Russia, and

adopted by an American couple when she was five years old. She doesn't remember much from her

life in Russia, having forgotten most of it only a few months after moving to the states. But when

Wally loses her fake ID and goes to a recommended shop for a replacement, her life completely

changes. The man at the shop hands her documents from her mother, causing Wally to take off in

search of her. But her journey to find her mother will be dangerous.There are so many twists in this

story. It definitely helped to keep my interest because I didn't know what would happen next. I like to

be left surprised, and well, Richter managed to surprise me quite a bit. And then there is the

awesome heroine...I love Wally. She's tough, and she's determined, and she doesn't give up. She's

an incredibly strong, and stubborn, heroine. It's hard not to like her."Dark Eyes" is a fast paced,

thrilling novel that I enjoyed immensely. Would I recommend this book to everyone? In all honesty,

no. But that is only because this isn't a book that everyone will enjoy. It is action packed. It is gritty.



It's just an incredibly awesome novel.

Dark Eyes is yet another one of those books I've been dying to read ever since I first heard about it.

The fact that it was being marketed as the teen version of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo caught

my eye from the start, and I have to admit, the actual story sounded pretty darn amazing as well. As

it turns, Dark Eyes was an enthralling and staggering read, and while I had a few tiny problems with

it, it's definitely worth a read.Dark Eyes begins the story of Wally, a girl who lives on the streets with

her best friends, Ella, Tevin, and Jake, three other kids running from their pasts.Wally, however,

doesn't fit the typical definition of a street kid. She comes from a wealthy family. Her mother adores

her, and while her dad's always been distant, he's always seemed to care a little as well. However,

due to the fact that Wally was adopted from Russia, she's constantly on the lookout for the feelings

of belonging, something she thinks she will discover on the streets of New York City. Everything

changes, though, when a piece of her past falls right into her lap, but is the piece she's been dying

for, the one that will change everything for good this time, or something that will kill her as well as

well her loved ones in due time? Only time and more pages can tell in this stellar start to the Dark

Eyes series!Wally was a character I had mixed feelings about from the start. I could understand why

she was the way she was- distant, cold, and even a bit troubled- based on her past alone. However,

I never could really find a common ground with her. She was an interesting character, though, one

who was always there for her friends in good times and bad, and I feel that any adoptive child who's

ever wondered about their parents will be able to relate to Wally's desire to find her birth mother,

even though I doubt similar events would ever follow them. The characters I really enjoyed in this

book, though, were the side characters, such as Wally's mother Claire, her friends, especially Tevin.

They all managed to add a great little edge to the book. The bad characters in this one such as

Klesko and his son also added some great fright to the read, and I also found it interesting to see

just what they were looking for.The plot in this was the high point of the novel though. It contained

so many exciting twists and turns, one that I barley saw coming at times. I especially enjoyed how

Dark Eyes featured POVs from various characters. It really gave me as the reader an insider look to

everyone, which helped all the characters really grow in my eyes. The ending in this one was also

KILLER. It wasn't what I was expecting, and while I found it to be bittersweet, it has be excited to

see what's next for Wally and her friends.In all, Dark Eyes by William Richter is an exciting addition

to the YA thriller genre...a read I specifically suggest to fans of read that keep them on the edge of

their seats!Grade: B
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